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As the greater and greater speed of information and knowledge-based society 
developing pace becomes an inevitable trend in global market, the dramatic 
achievements in communication technology, IT technology and intelligentized- 
robotized technology finally lead to the incredible demand increasing of 
UPS(uninterruptible power supply) product . All kinds of information center and 
system controlling center are running with various UPS products. Xiamen Kehua 
Hengsheng Co.,Ltd started from a small private enterprise, now it becomes one of the 
biggest manufacturer of high-end UPS product in China domestic brands. At the 
begin of year-2010,Kehua company stock successfully went on public in Shenzhen 
stock exchanges, which made the history that the first domestic company finish IPO 
in UPS industry . Kehua company are facing the direct competition from top three 
international brand in market. The performance of KeHua came up to all our 
expectations, high growth rate ,high gross profit margin and R&D achievements 
make investors keep great confidence for future.  
We try to figure out the value of the company, and find the reason of that high 
price of stock. 
The article shows the analysis from different perspectives of vision, which are 
based on analysis of macroeconomic, UPS industry and company itself. We will get 
the objective understanding and fact of company value. This article will give the 
valuation of KeHua company based on relative valuation method and discounted cash 
flow valuation method. In the final part of this article , we will provide the investing 
suggestion and risk reminding as reference for investor.  
The conclusion of valuation is that current stock price is below true value of the 
company ,so it is worth to get investment.  
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